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GENERAL COMMENTARIES, MANUALS AND DICTIONARIES 
 
1. ASHURST, John. Conservation of Ruins  
Butterworth-Heinemann 2007 344pp with colour and b/w plates throughout. Laminated boards. Conservation of Ruins 
defines and describes the risks faced by ruined buildings, which range from neglect, to destructive archaeology, and 
even well-meaning intervention in the name of tourism. The book provides detailed, practical instruction on the 
conservation and stabilisation of ruins by structural and non-structural means, as well as describing the procedures and 
conditions that need to be in place to ensure the protection of our important historic sites. In considering aspects of 
architectural conservation, archaeology and ecology together for the first time, this book provides an integrated view of 
this international topic that will be essential reading for those working in this field.  Like new. [ 20484 ] £48 
 
2. BLAND, W.[illiam] Experimental Essay on Arches, Piers Buttresses  
London John Weale, The Architectural Press 1839 vii  + 440pp + [24] blank pages and some additional ones with  hand 
written  notes interleaved into text pages on the subjects of the book. Illustrated throughout with engravings in the text 
showing construction methods, mostly to scale. Rebound in modern quarter cloth, gilt letters and rulings. 11 essays 
which initially were produced in the Architectural Magazine. Important study on masonry construction techniques, 
effective construction of arches, flying butresses and other building supports.  [ 20474 ] £65 
 
3. BOLD, John. LARKHAM, Peter and PICKARD, Robert. [editors] Authentic Reconstruction: Authenticity, Architecture 
and the Built Heritage 
London, Bloomsbury 2018 331pp illustrated. Laminated boards. Like new. Authenticity is a term at the heart of heritage 
conservation and this book is a thought-provoking study of what it means in terms of action.   [ 20492 ] £40 
 
4. [BROMSGROVE GUILD] WATT, Quintin. The Bromsgrove Guild: An Illustrated History  
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Bromsgrove  The Bromsgrove Society 1999 146 pp. B/w ills throughout, some in colour. 4to. Fine. Decorated wrappers. 
Illustrated comprehensive history of the Bromsgrove Guild of Applied Arts, founded 1898 in the West Midlands. Traces 
the Guild’s development into a thriving commercial enterprise with an international reputation in metalwork, 
woodcarving, plasterwork, stained glass and other media, and cites celebrated commissions such as the wrought iron 
gates of Buckingham Palace, ornate metalwork on the Cunard Liners, and Liverpool’s renowned ‘Liver Birds’.  Includes 
accounts from former Guild workers.  [ 16186 ] £25 
 
5. CANTACUZINO, Sherban. New Uses for Old Buildings  
London The Architectural Press, 1975 264pp illus with b/w plates and line ills. Large 4to. Very good in sl. chipped dust 
wrapper. Ex private architect’s library with bookplate covered up with sticker on front end paper. With very useful case 
studies on re-use. Still a good source for how to approach re-use projects in building conservation.  [ 20509 ] £22 
 
6. CHITHAM Robert Measured Drawing for Architects  
London Architectural Press 1980 119pp illus with b/w line ills and photographs. 4to. Very good copy with dust wrapper.  
Useful study on this ever important subject.  [ 14881 ] £30 
 
7. DENSLAGEN, Wim. Romantic Modernism: nostalgia in the world of conservation 
Amsterdam University Press 2009 261pp illustrated with b/w plates. Office copy from Donhead with stamp on half title 
saying “sample not for sale”. A review of how to proceed in conservation when not everything can be preserved. Looks 
at facadism etc.   [ 20512 ] £22 
 
8. FORSYTH, Michael (Ed.), Materials & Skills for Historic Building Conservation  
Chichester, Blackwell Publishing. 2008 220 pp. B/w diagrams and colour photographs and ills throughout. 4to. 
Laminated, decorated firm card covers. Fine. Third in a series of volumes that combine conservation philosophy in the 
built environment with knowledge of traditional materials, and structural and constructional conservation techniques 
and technology. Introduces each aspect of conservation and provides concise, basic and up-to-date knowledge for 
architects, surveyors and engineers as well as for commissioning client bodies, managers and advisors. Chapters by 
leading architects, structural engineers and related professionals, reflecting the interdisciplinary nature of conservation 
work. Structured to be of direct practical application, taking the reader through the process of historic building 
conservation and emphasising the integrative teamwork involved.   
[ 20380 ] £30 
 
9. HARVEY, John Old Buildings - Problem and Challenge  
London Reprinted from the Transactions of the Ancient Monuments Society 1955 
12pp, Printed wrappers. With John Harvey’ signature on the first page.  Useful insight into the philosophy of John 
Harvey, conservator.  [ 20455 ] £12 
 
10. INNOCENT C.F.  The Development of English Building Construction   
Newton Abbot, David & Charles Reprints 1971 (14) + viii +294pp with 73 b/w 
illustrations. Cloth in d/w, very good indeed. Reprint of this work originally 
published in 1916 as part of the Cambridge Technical Series, with a new 
introduction and bibliography by Sir Robert de Zouche Hall. Survey of English 
building construction focusing on smaller secular buildings. [Ref: 20630] £32 
 
11. JAGGARD W. R. [RIBA] Plates of Building Construction by the late W R 
Jaggard with an introduction by Professor A.E. Richardson F.R.I.B.A.  
London The Architectural Press, nd c 1940   4pp + XVI b/w plates, Folio. Loose 
leaf with ribbon ties issued from the Architectural Press War Address in Cheam. 
Detailed drawings for brickwork, masonry carpentry, roof trusses, cast iron 
fronts and metal window frames, tiling and slating, plumbing and plasterwork 
details etc. Very useful drawings showing details of joints and junctions etc. 
Introduction by Richardson notes that this publication was being completed at 
the time of Jaggard’s death. Cloth spine and lettered boards are a little dusty. 
Internally very good copy.    [Ref: 19330] £40 
 
12. JOKILEHTO, Jukka. A History of Architectural Conservation  
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Butterworth Heinemann in association with ICCROM 1999 354pp illus. with b/w plates and line ills. Small 4to. 
Laminated boards. Fine. Comprehensive study  providing the first major overview of history theory and architectural 
conservation with worldwide examples and relevance. Various notes on the production of the book loosely inserted.  [ 
20369 ] £45 
 
13. KNIGHT W. H. Diagrammettes: Photos reductions form large diagrams with brief descriptive references for use as 
student notes and sketches 
London, Chapman & Hall (1896) 1906 revised 4th edition. 63pp comprising, introduction, 29 full page diagrams in black 
and white with facing texts + c8pp period ads. Long 4to. Original wrappers bound into modern rexene binding with gilt 
lettering and new end papers to make a very god copy. Knight was a member of the Royal Sanitary Institute and 
produced these very good images to demonstrated method of dealing with water, air circulation, sanitation, sewage 
and refuse disposal etc for use as an aid for lecturers and teachers. 63pp comprising 29 full page diagrams with facing 
texts + c8pp period ads.  [ 20496 ] £40 
 
14. LOUDON, J.C. An Encyclopaedica of Cottage, Farm, and Villa Architecture and Furniture... Containing numerous 
designs for dwellings, from the villa to the cottage and the farm, including farm houses, farmeries, and other 
agricultural buildings; country inns, public houses, and parochial schools: with the requisite fittings-up, fixtures and 
furniture and appropriate offices, gardens and garden scenery.   
Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans  [1846] 1853 Reprint of the 1846 edition which was revised and expanded then 
edited by Mrs Loudon. xxiv 1317, i iipp with more than 2342 engravings, plus 32pp publisher’s catalogue. A very good 
copy in original embossed cloth; slightly rubbed at corners and hinges. Printed end papers listing Lardner’s Caminet 
Cyclopaedia. Bound by Westley & Co Firar Street London. J C Loudon's immense and invaluable work was first published 
in 1833 with the aim of helping to 'improve the dwellings of the great mass of society'. This 1846 edition is significantly 
expanded, with a large amount of additional information and examples: essentially a combination of the first edition 
and its supplement, with a new glossary by Mrs Loudon. Hard to find in this condition. Some pages uncut.[ 20327] £460 
 
15. LOUDON John Claudius (introduction by MERCER Eric)  
Encyclopaedia of Cottage, Farm and Villa Architecture and Furniture  
London, Donhead 2000 1376 pp (in 2 volumes) with over 2000 b/w engravings, line drawings, plans and diagrams 
throughout. J C Loudon's immense and invaluable work was first published in 1833 with his stated aim of helping to 
'improve the dwellings of the great mass of society'. He stressed the importance of a building being judged by its fitness 
for the end in view, and by the clear architectural expression of that end. This is a slightly enlarged facsimile of the 1846 
edition which provides numerous examples of designs and construction methods for a 
variety of houses from small cottages to much larger country houses. It also includes designs 
and instructions for the building of farmhouses, agricultural buildings, inns as well as designs 
for small gardens. In addition, Loudon offers illustrated examples of the fixtures, fittings and 
furniture which might be appropriate to furnish such dwellings. [ 7121 ] £85 
 
16. McDONALD, Susan. Preserving Post-War Heritage : the care and conservation of mid-
twentieth-century architecture   
Shaftesbury, Donhead 2001 xxi, 184 pages : illustrations, plans. Laminated boards. Very 
good. Proceedings of the English Heritage conference held in London, UK 3 - 4 June 1998 
which examines principles and practice of post war heritage and includes case studies. One 
of the few scholarly texts which focuses on issues surrounding the future of heritage built 
after World War II. Ex Gavin Stamp with his book ticket.[Ref: 19906] £50 
 
17. MACDONALD, Susan. NORMANDIN, Kyle and KINDRED, Bob. 
Conservation of Modern Architecture  
Shaftsbury Donhead  2007 190pp illus. Wrappers. Like new. Case 
studies of individual projects together with papers on issues and 
philosophies of conserving the twentieth century built heritage.   [ 
20385 ] £25 
 
18. NEVE, Richard. The City and Country Purchaser’s and Builder’s 
Dictionary or the Complete Builder’s Guide  
London, Printed for B. Sprint, D. Browne, J. Osborn, S. Birt, H. Lintot 
and A. Wilde 1736 3rd edition corrected and improved throughout. 
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First published in 1703.  Frontis,  xvi + 188pp.  Frontis shows the principal front and plan of the apartments of the Earl 
of Burlington’s House at Chiswick. [ first time this image appears as the frontispiece to this book]. On front paste down 
states “John Wilson His Book”. Rear paste down gives name in pencil of a later owner 1767 Richard Dickinson. Verso of 
title page has contemporary naive drawing on it, some wormholes to page edges in heart of the book. Full calf, repaired 
at head of spine and with new spine label.  Harris 587  [ 19218 ] £600 
19. NICHOLLS AND CLARKE LIMITED Catalogue No. 37  
London Nicholls & Clarke Limited 1951 672pp, illustrated throughout in b/w with about 20 coloured plates. Attractive 
red-lettered cloth with period design, good with some shelf wear and a little dusty. Nicholls and Clarke were 
ironmongers and architectural supply merchants who produced large catalogues of general building supplies. 
Apparently aimed at the suburban housing market, this catalogue includes bathroom furniture and plumbing, 
ironmongery, stoves, heaters, fireplaces, paints, paper hangings, glass and leaded windows, etc. The majority of items 
are illustrated, with measurements and prices given.  A great example of a trade catalogue, illustrated with individual 
items and period room settings.   [ 11864 ] £35 
 
20. RYAN, Carole. Traditional Construction for a Sustainable Future  
London & New York Spon Press 2011 372pp illustrated with over 250 b/w plates in the text and line ills. Wrappers. Very 
good except for one or two sub editing highlight marks where there are typographical errors. Office copy from Donhead 
Publishing Authoritative study on how traditional construction methods can contribute to better health and have 
ecological benefits.   [ 20504 ] £25 
 
From the library of Alec Clifton-Taylor, with his signature in pencil  
 
21. SALZMAN L.F. Building in England Down to 1540 A Documentary History   
Oxford at the Clarendon Press 1952 xvi+630pp,21 b/w plates and one text illustration. Sl. rubbing to cloth, esp at head 
and foot of spine and corners, and front hinge cracked, else good. First edition.. A few underlinings and annotations in 
pencil. Loosely inserted newspaper clippings and a receipt for the book from B.T.  Batsford for £1 10s. Salzman's classic 
study of medieval architecture, focusing on building practices, architects and masons. Includes extensive appendices on 
contemporary documentation and building and employment contracts.   [Ref: 15066] £140 
 
22. SCOTT BURN, Robert. Ornamental Drawing and Architectural Design with notes historical and practical 
London Ward and Lock 1857 124 + [8]pp period ads and with upwards of 200 illustrations. Decorated blind stamped 
cloth. Gilt title on upper board and spine. Bright copy. Correspondence course on architectural drawing for would be 
draughtsmen. [ 20461 ] £55 
 
23. [SPAB] Notes on the Repair of Ancient Buildings  
London Committee and sold on their behalf by B T Batsford,  1903 
75pp. Notes on appropriate conservation methods for repairing buildings of historic 
interest. Sugar paper wrappers bound into new cloth backed boards with black titles. 
Important SPAB publication on the appropriate approach to repair based on the SPAB 
philosophy [ 20516 ] £50 
 
24.[SPAB] POWYS, A. R. [ Introduction by Alfred H Powell ]An Old Cottage Saved: How 
derelict cottages at Brinkstone in Suffolk, were brought into use again and what the 
work cost 
London SPAB August 1921 36pp illustrated with b/w photographic plates and line ills. 
The illustrations show the interiors and exteriors of the buildings before and after 
renovation. There is a table at the end of the book providing detailed costings for the 
various elements. Photographs by C. C. Winmill, Architect ad C. S. Cousins, Photographer 
Bury St Edmunds. Pamphlet. Original wrappers bound into 
relatively modern binding with cloth spine, black lettered and 
boards to make a very good copy.   
[ 20500 ] £48 
 
24a. [SPAB] LETHABY, W. R. A School of Rational Builders: An 
exhibition illustrating the historic buildings repair work of the 
Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings 1877-1927 
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SPAB 1992. Wrappers 4to. 34pp illustrated. Wrappers preserved in cloth backed boards with 
black lettering. Very good copy. Title from William Morris quotation. £35 
 
25. STUBBS, John H. [Foreword by Bernard M. Fielden] Time Honored A Global View of Architectural Conservation  
John Wiley 2009 448pp, 300 illustrations including photographs and charts. Laminated boards. A comprehensive survey 
of the practice, theory, and structure of architectural heritage conservation throughout the world. Offering an 
argument for why architectural conservation is indispensable to modern life, Time Honored describes its parameters 
and evolution in an historical context, and then methodically presents approaches used in various countries, showing 
how historic preservation in the West differs from conservation in the rest of the world   [Ref: 20645] £60 
 
26. [SKYRING] Skyring's Builders' Prices:  containing a weekly journal and fifty two ruled pages for daily time 
accounts enlarged abstract of the New Buildings’ Act with all the modifications of the same and a variety of useful 
information. 
London W H Skyring 1854 Forty-fourth edition. [1-6] + 7-196 +[4]pp advertising leaves. Rebound, gilt lettered spine, 
original paper wrappers pasted onto upper and lower boards. Sturdy copy. W. H. Skyring was a surveyor. From the early 
19th century he compiled lists of joiner's, carpenter's, and other construction trades operations with prices for the 
operations. How much materials should cost, how much labour should be, etc. His lists were an accepted standard for 
wages.   [ 19236 ] £185  
 
27. SWALLOW, Peter Measurement and Recording of Historic Buildings  Second Edition. 
Donhead 2004 2nd edition.  244pp with b/w illustrations throughout. Boards. New copy. This book provides a practical 
guide to measured building surveys with special emphasis on recording the fabric of historic buildings. The text assumes 
little previous knowledge of surveying and begins by describing basic measuring techniques before introducing 
elementary surveying and levelling. It includes two new chapters dealing with modern survey practice using 
instruments and photographic techniques as well as a chapter examining recording methods as used on a specific 
project case study undertaken by the Museum of London Archaeology Service. Ex Donhead Office copy.  [ 20487 ] £22 
 
28. WATT, David and COLSTON, Belinda.  Conservation of Historic Buildings and their contents: addressing the 
conflicts 
Shaftesbury Donhead [2003] 2010 125pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. Wrappers. Like new. Eight papers from 
a conference entitled  “Where Conservation meets Conservation” held in 2002 looking at the interrelationship between 
moveable and immovable heritage.  [ 20506 ] £14 
 
29. [WEALE, John] Rudimentary Dictionary of Terms used in Architecture, Civil  Architecture, Naval Building and 
Construction, early and Ecclesiastical Art, Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical, Fine Art, Mining, Surveying 
etc...... 
London John Weale 1849-1850 First edition. Frontis, xix + 564pp including an addenda on the electric telegraph. Small 
8vo. Quarter calf, gilt lettering, marbled boards, end papers and edges. Very nice copy although a little rubbed on 
corners. Weale developed an extensive architectural and technical publishing business during his lifetime. This 
rudimentary study was part of a series which extended to 130 volumes on various technical and design subjects.  [ 
20519 ] £65 
 
30. YOUNG AND MARTEN LTD [TRADE CATALOGUE] Stock Selections no 15 for the Building and 
Allied Trades  
London printed for the firm by A White. Published  Southend on Sea by the firm nd c1934 Tall 
demi 8vo, decorated cloth. 524pp illustrated with colour and b/w plates, two tinted and 4 colour 
wallpaper samples tipped in between pages 204-205pp and colour paint samples between pp474-
475. Features a wide selection of products including light fittings, fireplaces, bathroom fittings, 
leaded lights, [one design illustrated in colour ], door and window furniture, paint etc. Attractive 
catalogue by this well-known firm. William Young established a business as a building and 
decorating merchant at 5 Romford Road, Stratford, in East London in 1872. He was later joined by 
Harry Holdich Marten to form the company of Young & Marten in 1900. As well as selling building 
and decorating materials, Young & Marten manufactured joinery and leaded light windows. Young 
& Marten Ltd. traded until at least the early 1970s.   [ 19652 ] £110 
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MASONRY & BRICK CONSTRUCTION & MORTARS 
 
31. ASHURST, John and DIMES, Francis G. Conservation of Building and Decorative 
Stone 
Butterworth-Heinemann 1990. 2 volumes in slipcase. Volume 1 193pp, Volume 2 254pp 
illustrated. Laminated boards. Useful review of all the issues relating to decorative buildingstones. £50 
 
32. ASHURST, John & Nicola Practical Building Conservation. Volume 1. Stone Masonry. English Heritage Technical 
Handbook  
Ashgate 2005 xiii +100pp with b/w plates and diagrams in text. Boards in dw. vg. Volume 1 Stone Masonry covers the 
repair and maintenance of stone. The book deals with diagnosing problems, routine maintenance, repair and 
replacement of all types of stone structures. Controlling organic growth is included as well as methods of grouting. 
Detailed sections explain the methods of repairing with mortar, masonry cleaning and its long term effects, and how to 
clean and treat marble and limestone. Finally the authors analyse the effects of masonry consolidants and colourless 
water repellent treatments. [Ref: 20623] £30 
 
33. ATLAS PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY The Stucco House  
New York, Chicago, Birmingham Published by the firm 192196pp illustrated with b/w plates, line ills and 2pp colour 
plates. 4to. Paper wrappers. Bottom 250mm of spine chipped away. On upper wrapper stamp of The Adamite Company 
Limited, Regent House, Regent Street, London W1. Wrappers a little worn. Domestic houses, rendered with stucco, 
mainly American examples, each with small thumbnail plan of house. Architects noted.  Also short texts on use of 
stucco. [ 20497 ] £30 
 
34. BAER, N. S. and FITZ, S. and LIVINGSTON, R. A. Conservation of Brick Stuctures: Case studies and reports of 
research. 
Shaftesbury Donhead Publishing Limited 1998 505pp illustrated with b/w plates, line ills and photographs. Laminated 
boards. 8vo. Very good. 40 separate contributions to aspects of conservation of brick buildings: arranged in themes, 
deterioration, chemistry, repair, mortars etc.  [ 20523 ] £40 
 
35. BAER, N. S. and SNETHLAGE, R. Saving our Architectural Heritage: The Conservation of Historic Stone Structures 
London Wiley 1997 425pp + [5]pp list of reports. Collection of reports from the Dahlem Workshop.  The aim of the 
Dahlem Workshop on stone was to identify critical gaps in knowledge relating to deterioration and conservation of 
stone in buildings.   [ 20493 ] £40 
 
36. BLACK John Carpenter and Builder Technical Series no. 13 Artificial Stone, etc.   
London John Dicks (nd.) c1900 92pp + 2pp of advertisements. Illustrated with many instructive line drawings and 
photographs. 8vo.  Soft linen backed cloth covers. Minor water damage and discolouration on the covers. One 
gathering is coming away from spine at page 17 otherwise very good. Reviews methods of making and using artificial 
stones and includes many UK examples.    [Ref: 13733] £36 
 
37. BROCKLEBANK, Ian (edited) Building Limes in Conservation 
Donhead for the Building Limes Forum 2013 356pp illustrated. This book brings together a selection of the best 
material, revised and updated, which first appeared in the Journal of Architectural Conservation and in the Journal of 
the Building Limes Forum. The very useful Introduction traces developments in lime-based materials, including the 
establishment of hydraulic limes into the market and the decline in the use of Portland cement for conservation work. 
£45 
 
38. BURN, Robert Scott.  Masonry, Bricklaying and Plastering  
Shaftesbury, Donhead 2001 640pp with text figures throughout and 160 b/w plates. 4to, cloth with gilt title, Very good 
copy. First published in 1871, this book offers useful coverage of traditional techniques and materials such as stone, 
brick and pisé. It also explores developments in materials such as cement and artificial stones. This is a full reproduction 
of the original book with a new Introduction written specifically for this publication. It covers materials, practical 
construction techniques, masonry and brickwork, principles of design, drawing, plast ering and wall decoration, as well 
as many other aspects of construction. It is accompanied by a large number of exquisite drawings of different parts of 
buildings. [ 11887 ] £65 
 
39. BURNELL George R Rudimentary Treatise on Limes, Cements, Mortars Concrete, Mastics, Plastering etc.  
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London John Weale 1850 First edition vii + 124pp illus with line ills in the text. 8vo.  Blind stamped cloth. Paste down 
label on upper board is grubby Front board a little stained. New end papers and sympathetically designed new paper 
spine label to make a good copy. Useful treatise on limes, concretes etc. [ 20531 ] £55 
40. CARTER & CO LTD Untitled Catalogue Makers of Tiles, Faience &c Poole, Dorset Encaustic Tile Works nd c1910 4to. 
New Spine, Original lettered boards. A catalogue of a selection of their tiles, possibly put together for an individual 
client as the numbers on the plates are not consecutive. 26 single sided plates all in colour demonstrating floor designs 
and bathroom wall designs.   [ 20442 ] £120 
 
41. [COADE STONE] KELLY, Alison. Mrs Coade's Stone  
Upton on Severn published by the author 1990 445pp + index and illustrated with b/w plates. 4to. Vg in d/w, with 
inscription from the author on the title page. The is the definitive book on the history of Coade stone and an 
assessment of Mrs Coade importance in the architectural work. A key text for anyone interested in artificial stone and 
its manufacture. A signed copy of a text that is increasingly difficult to find.   [ 20374 ] £48 
 
42. DAVIDSON, Ellis A. Gothic Stonework containing the history and principles of church 
architecture and illustrations of the characteristic features of each period....  
London and New York Cassell Petter and Galpin nd c 1874 [First edition?] viii+ 96pp+  [4]pp 
advertising leaves, illustrated with 25 fold out plates.  Brown gilt decorated cloth. Repaired at 
spine to make a good copy in rubbed and sl. worn cloth. Sm 8vo. Useful study for details of 
period stonework. Aimed at craftsmen and very good on arches and setting out. Small orange 
flier bound in advertising Cassell title “New Drawing Models” tipped in at title page.  [ 19356 ] 
£80 
 
43. DIACK, William. The Art of Masonry in Britain  
London Offices of the Stone Trades Journal 1904 x + 105pp illustrated with frontis photo of St 
Machar Cathedral, Aberdeen + 36 b/w line ills and text figures. Decorated cloth. 8vo. Cloth a 
little dusty and prelims slightly grubby else good copy. Describes the origin and development of stone masonry in Great 
Britain with specific chapters on Scotland.  [ 20476 ] £65 
 
44. DOBSON, E.  Rudimentary Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks and Tiles, Containing an Outline of the Principles 
of Brickmaking  
London John Weale 1850 First edition. 2 parts in one. xvii + 118pp+ 103pp with b/w illustrations which are listed at the 
end of each part. Green blind stamped cloth over flimsy boards. Original paste down labels on front and spine. New 
paper spine label with title.  Slightly worn at edges else a nice bright copy. Original owner’s signature on fep. given as 
Charles W Wilson.  Discusses different manufacturing methods in Holland, Nottingham, Staffordshire and London, as 
well as ‘by machine’.   [ 20583 ] £60 
 
45. DOBSON, E. Foundations and Concrete Work A synopsis of the principal cases of foundation works with the usual 
modes of treatment 
London, Lockwood and Co. 1876 iv + 119 +32pp, illustrated with 32 engraved line drawings in the text. Decorated end 
papers with Weale’s catalogue of books on construction. 32pp section is a catalogue of Lockwood’s books. Blind 
stamped cloth with gilt tiles on upper board and paper label, which is rather chipped on spine. Good copy.   [ 20584 ] 
£35 
 
46. ECKEL, Edwin C. (introductions by LIVESEY, Paul and HIME, William G.)  
Cements, Limes and Plasters: Their Materials, Manufacture and Properties A facsimile of the third (1928) edition 
London,  Donhead 2005 752 pp with b/w line drawings and diagrams throughout. Cloth no d/w. New copy. Edwin 
Eckel's exceptionally detailed volume, published in 1928, presents a wealth of information drawing on his own research 
as well as the work of all the eminent international authorities in the field of lime mortars and cements. It captures the 
fascinating development of building materials from the nineteenth century through the first quarter of the twentieth 
century. Of particular interest is the way in which it chronicles the demise of hydraulic cement, followed by the brief 
meteoric rise in popularity of natural cements, then subsequently their rapid eclipse by Portland cement. This book will 
be an invaluable resource not only to everyone involved in conservation of traditional buildings but also those 
concerned with the early modern buildings constructed from Portland cement.[ 20507 ] £60 
 
47. FAWCETT, Jane. (Editor) Historic Floors: Their care and conservation Their care and conservation 
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London  Butterworth 1998  250pp, illustrated. Boards, Dust wrapper. Very good.  Outlines the development of mosaic, 
tiles, marble and parquetry floors together with appraisals of conservation issues.   [ 14992 ] £45 
 
48. HILL, P.R. and DAVID, J.C.E Practical Stone Masonry  
Shaftesbury  Donhead 2000 276pp. B/w ills, photographs & line ills. 4to. Fine. Decorated dust wrapper, which is slightly 
torn at head of spine. Excellent modern handbook to materials and technique.  [ 16335 ] £30 
 
49. HOLMES, Stafford. WINGATE, Michael. Building with Lime  
London, ITDG, revised 2002 c310pp,  b/w photographic and line illustrations in text, decorated wraps. 8vo. New.  
Definitive text on the historic and current making and use of lime mortars.  Excellent for practical work or research. 
New.  [ 19409 ] £22 
 
50. HOWE, John Allen. The Geology of Building Stones  
London Edward Arnold 1910 (8) + 456pp + 8pp catalogue of Arnold’s publications. Bookplate of former owner on front 
paste down. Green cloth. Very good indeed. Focused on the student of architecture and the selections of building 
stones which might be required.   [ 10522 ] £125 
 
51. HOWE, John Allen. The Geology of Building Stones  
Shaftesbury Donhead  Facsimile reprint of the 1910 edition of this classic 2001 Introduction by David Jefferson. Small 
8vo. Fine in dw. (8) + 454pp + 10pp period ads.  [ 20510 ] £30 
 
52. HULL, Edward. On Building and Ornamental Stones of Great Britain and Foreign Countries: arranged according to 
their geological distribution and mineral character, with illustrations of their application in ancient and modern 
structures 
London Macmillan & Co 1872 pp. [xxiv], 333, [1], 2 original photographs pasted down and 2 drawings in the text. 
Original cloth, gilt titles. Good copy. Book based around a series of lectures which Hull delivered at The Royal College of 
Science in Dublin. Dedicated to Charles Lyell. The major part of the book is on the characteristics of building stones but 
the introduction is a great piece of advocacy writing aimed at improving construction of commercial and every kind of 
building in which he laments the effort put into churches as opposed to the wider townscape of cities.   [ 20571 ] £145 
 
53. JOSHI, Kiran. [Editor] Corbusier's Concrete Challenges of Conserving Modern Heritage 
Chandigarh Perspectives 2005 174pp illustrated with b/w plates. Laminated wrappers. On the common failures and 
issues concerning conservation of structural concrete. Special case studies on Chandigarh. These are the Proceedings of 
a Seminar on Conservation of Le Corbusier’s Work in Concrete Chandigarh 11-13 February 2002.  [ 20387 ] £35 
 
54.  KELLY, Thomas. Practical Masonry, Bricklaying and Plastering both Plain and Ornamental; Containing a New and 
Complete System of Lines for Stone-cutting; for the Use of Workmen; with an Ample Detail of the Theory and 
Practice of Constructing Arches, Domes, Groins... Etc 
London Thomas Kelly Paternoster Row. 1847 viii, 232pp, 45 plates including one fold out. 4to. Full calf, original boards 
and end papers, rebacked sympathetically with gilt lettering and rulings on the spine. This volume followed publication 
of “The Practical Carpentry, Joinery and Cabinet Making” to consider masonry, bricklaying and the ornamental art of 
plastering. The plates were drawn from works of major architects including Telford, Brunel, Perronet, Wyattville, Soane 
and others. Plates a little browned else a good copy.   [ 19239 ] £160 
 
55. LANGLEY, Batty. The London Prices of Bricklayers Materials and Works both of New 
Buildings and repairs ..... 
London Printed for Richard Adams at Dryde’s Head, Holborn Barrs and John Wren, at the Brible 
and Crown 1750 2nd edition.(ii), xvii, [i], 389 +[1]pp, 32 plates. 8vo. New spine, gilt rulings and red 
spine label. Original boards. Very good copy. The book was written “for the use of gentlemen, 
stewards and workmen in general, and particularly for such landlords and tenants who are 
subject to the repairs of buildings” Harris, 460. In part produced to reduce fraud in building trade.   
[ 20431 ] £1,200 
 
56. LLOYD, Nathaniel.  Brickwork   
London H. Greville Montgomery, 1925 xvi, 449pp. Large 4to. Illustrated from photos and folding 
measured drawings. Original green cloth, gilt lettered and gilt decorative motif on upper cover. 
With original prospectus folded into the book. Slight foxing to end paper and preliminaries else 
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very good copy. Introduction by Edwin L. Lutyens. A wonderful book and although available as a reprint this early 
edition is a lovely book and still a standard work on English bricks and brickwork.  [ 14181] £3857. 
 
LLOYD, Nathaniel A History of English Brickwork  
London, The Antique Collectors’ Club 1990 xi, 449pp. Illustrated with many bw photographs and line drawings. 4to. Very 
good in dustwrapper. A reprint of Nathaniel Lloyd’s standard 1925 work on bricks and brickwork.  [ 14892 ] £25 
 
58. LLOYD, Nathaniel. Building Craftsmanship in brick and tile and in stone slates  
Cambridge at the University Press 1929 99pp with 162 b/w plates. 4to. Maroon gilt lettered cloth. Very good copy of 
this scarce study aimed at promoting good craftsmanship. With good original dust wrapper. Very good and instructive 
illustrations support the useful text on slate, tiles, bricks, stone etc. Great book on building materials.  [ 17897 ] £70 
 
59. LYNCH, Gerard Gauged Brickwork: A Technical Handbook.  
Second edition.   London, Donhead 2006 224 pp with numerous b/w illustrations and diagrams throughout. Boards in 
dw. Like new. Gauged brickwork is a term used to describe the superior finish required in the details of an important 
brickwork elevation, such as moulded reveals, arches, string courses and other forms of ornamentation. This is achieved 
through shaping the individual bricks to produce a high degree of regularity, accurate dimensions and extreme fineness 
in the joints. This practical handbook combines simple diagrams and 
photographs to describe each stage of the process. A key reference on the 
subject.  [Ref: 6425] £35 
 
60. [MARBLES] CARTER, Ian. Marble: A Handbook  
London Camden Town, Art Pavements & Decoration Limited, Marble & Mosaic 
Workers nd c192063pp illustrated with black and white and colour images. 
Royal 8vo. Blue cloth covered spine, cream boards, these a little dusty. Loosely 
inserted supplement to the book. Worldwide examples of installations including 
Taj Mahal, Agra, Notre Dame, Paris, Science Museum, London and many more 
locations. Major part of the book is an illustration of the appearance with notes 
on types of marbles. Promoting this well-known firm working in marbles, mosaic 
etc. [ 20479 ] £85  
 
61. NICHOLSON, Peter. A Practical treatise on the Art of Masonry and Stone Cutting; containing the construction of 
profiles of arches, hemispheric niches, hemispheric domes, cyndrical groins, vertical conic vaults, cylindro-sylindrical 
groins, vertical conic vaults..... and gothic ceilings: essential to engineers, architects and stone masons 
London M Taylor 1839 a new edition Frontis, vii, 111pp and 43 elegantly engraved plates. Marble boards, quarter calf, 
new end papers. Evidence of faint water stain to frontis and some plates else a very good copy.  [ 20524 ] £220 
 
62. NICHOLSON, Peter Esq., A Popular and Practical Treatise on Masonry and Stone-Cutting  
London, Hurst, Chance and Co., 1831 vii + 111pp 42 plates. Peter Nicholson (20 July 1765 – 18 June 1844) was a Scottish 
architect, mathematician and engineer. Initially, he was apprenticed to a cabinet-maker but abandoned his trade in 
favour of teaching and writing. He practiced as an architect but is best remembered for his writing on numerous 
practical subjects including this stone masonry treatise which focuses on arches etc. Royal 8vo. Original boards, paper 
label. Book ticket of Thomas Murray, Glasgow. Scarce.  [ 19227 ] £185 
 
63. [Oxford area] ARKELL. W. J., Oxford Stone (1947)   
S R Publishers Limited County History Reprints 1970 185 pp illustrated with b/w plates and 27 text ills. Boards in 
decorated dust wrapper. Vg. On the geology of the building stones.    [Ref: 20656] £26 
 
64. PURCELL, Donovan. Cambridge Stone  Faber and Faber 1967 115pp + 48pp b/w plates. Vg in slightly worn dust 
wrapper. Plates illustrate craftsmen at work and specific buildings. On the various kinds of stone from quarries in the 
Cambridge area and its applications.  [Ref: 20619] £28 
65. PURCHASE, William R.  Practical Masonry:  A guide to the Art of Stonecutting 
London  Crosby Lockwood and Son 1904 5th edition enlarged. 218pp illustrated with 52 litho plates, and about 400 
diagrams. Decorative gilt lettered cloth. Rubbed but still a very good copy of this standard source on stone cutting and 
setting out. [ 19276 ] £85 
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66. REINNEL, F. The Masons, Bricklayers, Plasterers & Slaters Assistant Containing rules and instructions in the art of 
masonry, bricklaying, plastering and slating 
London [1855] Brodie & Middleton c1875 Eighth edition. 92 + [4]pp period ads. Illustrated with line ills in the text. 
Original yellow printed covers bound in to sympathetic modern marbled boards binding with paper spine label. In the 
“Handbooks in Art” series. Very good. First issued in 1855, this is aimed at the artisan worker. Includes recipes for 
making mortars, compos and washes. Attractive manual.  [ 20460 ] £65 
 
67. SMITH B.J and TURKINGTON A.V. (editors) Stone Decay: Its Causes and Controls  
London, Donhead 2004 320pp with b/w illustrations throughout. Boards. New copy. This volume offers valuable 
insights into the nature of decay processes and the factors that control them. It presents several studies on the impact 
of pollution on stonework in urban environments. Important methodological contributions are also included which 
cover a number of key issues: the mapping of façades to explain rates of decay associated with conservation actions; 
the laboratory simulation of corrosion in polluted atmospheres; also the quantification of colour change through a 
study of the artificial ageing of building stone. The effectiveness of stone treatments within the laboratory is also 
considered in detail.  [ 20520 ] £25 
 
68. SPACKMAN, Charles. Some Writers on Lime and Cement from Cato to Present Time  
Cambridge Heffer 1929 287pp - written after a lifetime of study of lime, it produces in chronological order an edited 
anthology with critical notes on the writings of early the subject of the use of lime and cements predating use of 
Portland Cement. A comprehensive listing of authors can be found in this title.  [ 20456 ] £45 
 
69. WALKER, P Brickwork: a practical manual embodying the general and higher principles of bricklaying, cutting and 
setting with the application of geometry .... 
London Crosby Lockwood and Son 10th edition revised by J P Allen. viii + 119pp with text ills + c12pp catalogue of 
publications by Crosby Lockwood, at the end. 8vo. Cloth. Very good.  Aimed at the student and artisan builder.   [ 20517 
] £28 
 
70. WATSON, J. Cements and Artificial Stone A descriptive catalogue of the specimens in the Sedgwick Museum 
Cambridge 
Cambridge  W. Heffer & Sons Limited 1922 131pp. Small 8vo. Very good with dust wrapper which has been reinforced 
with sellotape on inside at head and base of spine. The Sedgwick Museum of Earth Sciences, is the geology museum of 
the University of Cambridge.  Today, The John Watson Building Stones Collection is named after John Watson (1842-
1918), who donated his collection of approximately 300 British and foreign stones and specimens illustrating the 
manufacture of plasters and cements to the Museum in 1905. He worked in the Portland Cement industry and part of 
this book is concerned with Portland Cements.  [ 20463 ] £38 
 
71. WARLAND, Edmund George. (Introduction by WEEKS, Christopher.)  
Modern Practical Masonry A Comprehensive Treatise on the Practice of the Various Branches of the Craft: General, 
Monumental, Marble and Granite: For the use of Craftsmen, Students, Teachers, Builders, & Architects. 
London, B.T. Batsford 1929 First Edition. xvi + 284pp with over 600 illustrations, 18 plates and 59 photographs. 4to. 
Cloth covered boards with embossed title on front and spine. Spine split and boards a little dusty. Internally vg indeed. 
One of the classic works in its field, Warland's book remains an essential reference for stone masons and conservation 
practitioners working with historic buildings. It provides a clear and simple guide to the subject, based on meticulous 
and beautiful drawings. Organised in three sections, it includes chapters on construction details; methods of working 
particular structural shapes; basic and advanced geometry and setting out. This first edition also includes forms and 
tables omitted from later editions to be used as templates for costing and estimating work. 
These are as relevant today as they were in the 1920s. [ 19262 ] £80 
 
72. WEBSTER, Robin G. M. (editor) Stone Cleaning and the nature soiling and decay 
mechanisms of stone  
London  Donhead 1992   304pp illus. with b/w plates. Laminated boards. Fine. Proceedings of 
the International Conference held in Edinburgh UK 14-16 April 1992. Ex. Donhead Publishing 
with office sticker on inside paste down.  [ 4616 ] £30 
 
73. WILLIAMS-ELLIS, Clough and EASTWICK-FIELD, John & Elizabeth, Building in Cob, Pisé 
and Stabalized Earth   
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London Country Life [1919] 1950 reprint 164pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. Good in slightly worn and 
chipped dust wrapper preserved in glassine. Classic book on earth building.    [Ref: 20631] £35 
 
ROOFING MATERIALS 
 
74. BENNETT Frank and PINION Alfred (introduction by JORDAN Richard and RATCLIFFE Tim)  Roof Slating and Tiling  
London, Donhead 2006 384pp with 34 b/w plates and line drawings throughout. Boards in dw. New copy. This is a 
facsimile of the 1948 edition of Bennett and Pinion’s classic work, first published in 1935. It provides an invaluable 
source of information on the various types of roof coverings that were traditionally used in the early 20th C such as 
slates, clay tiles and shingles. It ranges from basic aspects such as sorting and holing slates through to more complex 
details such as random, diminishing slating and the tiling of swept and laced valleys. Ex Donhead office copy.  [ 20486 ] 
£35  
 
75. NORTH, F. J. Slates of Wales 
Cardiff, Museum and Press Board of the University of Wales 1925 . 66pp, 8 b/w plates. 8vo. Rebound in blue cloth with 
gilt spine label. Useful resource on slate quarrying, uses etc.  £30 
 
76. ROBINSON Professor, PRICE AND TREDGOLD  A Rudimentary Treatise on the Principles of Construction in the 
Carpentry and Joinery of Roofs  
London John Weale 1859 34 illustrative wood engraved diagrams. Flimsy boards with original blind stamped cloth. 
Pasted worn label on front board. Modern label affixed to spine which is good. Lacks front end paper.  [ 20581 ] £20 
 
77. WYNDHAM TARN E.  An Elementary Treatise on the Construction of Roofs of Wood and Iron, deduced chiefly 
from the works of Robison, Tredgold and Humber. (Third edition)    
London, Crosby Lockwood and Son 1893 viii + 128pp + 48pp publisher’s list, with 67 diagrams and figures.  In original 
cloth, slightly browned on spine otherwise in good condition. Technical information on construction is illustrated with 
numerous case studies, including churches, theatres and railway stations (particularly in London). Part of Weale’s 
Scientific and Technical Series.      
[Ref: 13179] £36 
 
78. YEOMANS, David. The Trussed Roof:  Its History and Development  
Aldershot The Scholar Press 1992 xv + 221pp illus with many b/w line ills and photographs. Fine in dw. The book 
examines the process and dissemination of structural ideas and considers the ways designers, architects and 
developers contributed to its development.  [ 20379 ] £35 
 
WOOD 
 
79. ASHURST, John & Nicola Practical Building Conservation. Volume 5. Wood, Glass & Resins English Heritage 
Technical Handbook  
Ashgate 2005 xi + 114pp with b/w plates and diagrams in text. Boards in dw. Vg.The book examines the 
repair and treatment of timber and glass. Sections on wood analyse the problems of fungi, insects, and 
timer distortion and explore the use of substitute materials and finishes for external surfaces. 
Techniques for conservation of historic glass include an evaluation of cleaning methods, treatment of 
paint loss and how to protect glass from vandalism, breakage and the problems of variable climatic 
conditions. An important feature of this book is the 35 page Select Technical Bibliography representing 
all five volumes in the series. [Ref: 20624] £30 
 
80. CHILTON-YOUNG, Francis. [Editor] Ornamental Carpentry in three 
parts: Wood Carving for Amateurs by Leo Pansey, Decorative 
Carpentry by S E Gleeson White and Oriental Lattice Work by C H 
Ozanne 
London Ward Lock and Bowden Limited 1893 150pp illustrated. End 
papers with period ads, illustrated with numerous original designs and 
working drawings including one fold out. Decorated and lettered cloth. 
Very good.  [ 20462 ] £45 
 
 81. [GIBBONS] TIPPING, Avray H. Grinling Gibbons and the woodwork 
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of his age. 
London, Country Life. 1914  275pp, 234 b&w figures + frontispiece. Small folio. White cloth spine, decorated boards, 
paste down title label on upper board. Rubbed at all edges of boards and these a bit dusty. Internally good. £165 
 
82.  [GIBBONS] OUGHTON, Frederick. Grinling Gibbons and the English Woodcarving Tradition 
Londoon, Stobbat 1979. 224pp illustrated with b/w plates. 4to. Very good with dust wrapper in glassine protector. 
Decorated end papers. On woodcarver and woodcarving in the Georgian period. £40 
 
83. HASLUCK, Paul N. (edited) Rustic Carpentry   
London, Cassell and Company 1907 160 + iiipp adverts. Illustrated with 194 b/w line ills in the 
text. Small 8vo. Red cloth with paste down label on upper board. Very slightly shaky at the hinges 
else good copy of his useful book on techniques for all things rustic including seats, summer 
houses etc.   [Ref: 20654] £65 
 
84. NEWLAND, James. The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant Being a comprehensive treatise of 
the selection, preparation, and strength of materials and the mechanical principles of framing. 
With their application in carpentry, joinery and hand-railing; also, a course of instruction in 
geometry, geometrical lines, drawing, projection, and perspective; and an illustrated glossary of 
terms used in architecture and building. 
London, Glasgow,  Blackie & Son Limited 1869 xiii + 291pp illustrated by one hundred engraved plates and over 700 
engravings on wood 100 plates distributed through the text. Folio, Rebound in quarter calf.   [ 19279 ] £185 
 
85. NEWLAND James The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant: Theoretical and practical  
London, Glasgow, et.al. Blackie & Son Limited nd c1886 xiii + 254pp illustrated by one hundred engraved plates and 
over 700 engravings on wood 100 plates distributed through the text.  Folio. Recently rebacked preserving original 
wrappers for each part, Quarter cloth, black calf binding, gilt letters and corners. Lovely copy.  xiii,254p., plus 100 plates 
distributed as issued and over 700 text illustrations, glossary of terms, index,  James Newlands was the Borough 
Engineer of Liverpool.  [ 19228 ] £340 
 
86. TANNER Jr. Henry  English Interior Woodwork of the XVI, XVII & XVIII Centuries A Series of the Best and Most 
Characteristic Examples of Chimney-Pieces, Paneling, Staircases, Doors, Screens &c. Measured and Drawn and with 
Introductory and Descriptive Text.  
London, B.T Batsford 1902 viii + 10pp and 50 b/w litho plates. Folio in original cloth with gilt lettering, top edge gilt. 
Very good indeed with light wear to spine. Some foxing to endpapers, Stamp of Ellery, Aderson and Rosier on fep. 
Collection of measured drawings and cross-sections taken from major buildings of post-Reformation England, including: 
Hardwick Hall, , Broughton Hall, Haddon Hall, Knole House, Hatfield House, Bolsover Castle, Clopton House, Thorpe 
Hall, Farnham Castle, Hampton Court, Chelsea Hospital,  various churches and Oxford and Cambridge Colleges. An 
impressive attempt to trace the development of specifically English Renaissance design, and to introduce its 
‘picturesqueness and originality’ to a contemporary audience.     [ 19231 ] £120 
 
GLASS & WINDOWS 
 
87. [CRITTALL] Crittall Metal Windows  
London Crittall Manufacturing Co. Ltd of Braintree, England June 1931 106pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. 
Decorated paper covered boards with abstract design. Very good copy. Good source 
for domestic metal window designs which is one of the specialisms of this firm.  [ 
20438 ] £48 
 
88. CRITTALL W. F. A Metal Window Dictionary Containing illustrated descriptions of 
technical terms used in manufacture and installation  
London B T Batsford 1953 printed at the Curwen Press. 82pp illustrated with blue line 
ills adjacent to the text. A-Z of technical terms relating to metal windows produced as 
an aid to trainees, architectural students and builders. Decorated cloth covered 
boards, black cloth spine with gilt lettering. Very good.   [ 20501 ] £35 
 
89. HOLIDAY. Henry, Stained Glass as an Art   
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London MacMillan & Co. 1896 xx, 173 pp. Original cloth, title embossed on spine in gilt. Cloth slightly rubbed and 
corners bumped. Fold out frontis (The Seven Chancel Windows in Grace Church, Utica); 66 figures numbered 1 through 
64, as well as 40b and 55b, including 19 colour plates. With a separate chapter, entitled ‘Designs by Sir Edward Burne-
Jones and Mr. W. B. Richmond, R.A.’ Hard to find. Holiday began his career as an artist and then moved into stained 
glass making. In 1861, Holiday accepted the job of stained glass window designer for Powell's Glass Works - after Burne-
Jones had left to work for Morris & Co. During his time there he fulfilled over 300 commissions, mostly for customers in 
the USA. He left in 1891 to set up his own glass works in Hampstead, producing stained glass, mosaics, enamels and 
ecclesiastical objects. Holiday's stained glass work can be found in many location in the UK  but including Westminster 
Abbey. Throughout his life he continued as an artist, illustrator and sculptor and illustrated Lewis Carroll’s Hunting of 
the Snark in 1874. He remained a lifelong friend of Lewis Carroll.  [ 19675 ] £280 
 
90. DAY, Lewis F. Windows: a Book About Stained & Painted Glass  
London, B T Batsford 1897 First edition. 415pp +300 plates and text illustrations. (xiipp catalogue of Batsford 
publications). Tall 8vo. Gilt decorated blue cloth with arts and crafts style decorative gilt lettering on upper board and 
title page. Decorated end papers. Rebacked preserving the original gilt lettered spine.  Very good but spine lettering a 
little faded. Authoritative study of stained glass.   [ 20314 ] £65 
 
91. HOPE, Henry & Sons HOPE'S CATALOGUE OF PATENT GLAZING   
Henry Hope & Sons Limited, Birmingham, London, New York, Toronto 1915. 19pp illustrated with photo lithography 
illustrating skylights, specifications, span roofs, vertical glazing etc. Includes actual examples of projects. Large 
4to.360x240mm Lettered wrappers. Trade mark on front wrapper. Early Hope Catalogue. Address on front wrapper of 
Newcastle upon Tyne contact in neat hand. Two loosely inserted testimonials including one from  Kynoch  Limited 
which makes an interesting connection between the firm and their later catalogue publishers   [Ref: 14780] £40 
 
92. (HOPE) HENRY HOPE & SONS LIMITED 
BIRMINGHAM Hope’s Metal Windows and 
Casements (1818-1926)  A Catalogue of metal 
windows for drawing office use, giving 
specifications, sections and useful information 
on design, fixing and glazing  
Smethwick Birmingham by the firm 1926 151pp 
with monotone illustrations including 
photographs. Small folio. Paper covered cloth 
backed boards with paste down label on front. 
Small watermark on upper board else bright copy 
of this super catalogue. Printed at the Kynoch 
Press. Superb review of the work of this major 
window maker. A series of full page b/w 
photographs from page 82-151 show the 
windows in contemporary  international and 
British projects, including Buenos Aires Head Post Office,  Bush House, London, Liquor Commission Building, Quebec, 
and many other examples across the world. Architects of each are noted. Loosely inserted broadsheet on the Customs 
House Shanghai.    
[Ref: 19401] £80 
 
93. NEWTON, Roy and DAVISON, Sandra. Conservation of Glass   
London Butterworth Heinemann [1989] 1996 318pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. Small 4to. Wrappers. 
Covers stained glass and glass objects.    [Ref: 20632] £65 
 
94. SUFFLING, Ernest R. A Treatise on the Art of Glass Painting Prefaced with a Review of Ancient Glass 
London Scott Greenwood & Son 1902 139 pp. colour frontis + 36 b/w ills. Dark green boards with embossed border, gilt 
lettering on cover and spine. Spine sl. faded. 8vo. Vg. Explains the art and  mysteries of producing a stained glass 
window. Written by the author for  both artist and general reader ‘with an antiquarian turn of mind’. Chapters include 
Designing Scale Drawings, Cartoons and the Outline, The Various Kinds of Glass-Cutting for Windows, The Colours and 
Brushes used in Glass Paining, and Fret Lead Glazing. With 24-page ‘Abridged Catalogue of Special Technical Books’. 
Two colour plates, called for on title page, not present, as usual. [ 17366 ] £68 
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95. TUTTON, Michael and HIRST, Elizabeth.  Windows, History Repair and Conservation  
Shaftesbury Donhead Publishing 2007 480pp, 400 colour and b/w plates. Like new in dust wrapper. This should provide 
all that you will ever need to know about windows; from their history and development, to their identification, repair 
specification, use of materials and fittings, including the current legislation governing them.  Fifteen contributions by 
leading  experts, and when combined with well selected photographs and illustrations makes this an invaluable book.  [ 
20382 ] £45 
 
96. TWINING  E W The Art and Craft of Stained Glass   
London Pitman 1928 xvii + (1) 238+ [8]pp Small 4to. 107 plates and 3 sheets of drawings.  Colour and b/w plates 
throughout. Decorated blue cloth with gilt titles. First edition. Lacks front end paper else alovely copy of this study  
which addresses craftsmanship in techniques of glass making. Very sl. rubbed at head and base of spine and corners but 
a very bright copy of this book.   [Ref: 17482] £120 
 
97. (WINDOWS) NEW YORK LANDMARKS CONSERVANCY Repairing Old and Historic Windows  
Washington The Preservation Trust 1992 207pp illustrated with b/w photographs and line ills. Wrappers. Very good 
copy. Written for home owners, architects and engineers.  [ 20505 ] £18 
 
METALS 
 
98. (AMERICAN INDUSTRIES SALVAGE COMMITTEE AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS) Scrap 
and the importance of industry as a source of it. How to organize for its collection. Where to find it.   
USA War Production Board n.d C 1940 16mo black stiff card wrappers, bound with red white and blue coiled wire. 
Fascinating images throughout showing the uses and location of scrap metal for the war effort. Ephemeral war time 
item.   Place probably Washington D.C? [Ref: 19539] £45 
 
99. [ART NOUVEAU IRON WORK] BOSSAGLIA, Rossana & 
HAMMACHER, Arno  
Mazzucotelli: l'Artista Italiano del Ferro Battuto Liberty. [The 
Italian Art Nouveau Artist of Wrought Iron. Der Meister des 
Italienischen Jugendstil Schmiedeeisens.]  
Milan Polifilo 1971 124pp, profusely illustrated with black & white 
photographs. Text in Italian, English and German. Oblong 4to, glossy 
black & white decorative cloth covered boards. Black slipcase with 
titles overprinted. Slipcase worn at all edges and frayed at edges. 
Uncommon study of art nouveau iron work with outstanding 
photographs.  [ 20592 ] £145 
 

100. CARRON COMPANY Catalogue of Manufactures Volume 2  
Stirlingshire Carron Company nd c1902 Pagination comprise  title 
page on stiff card, [18] + 95-447pp. Illustrated with  colour 
chromolitho plates forming the section titles and b/w litho plates 
and including one section of baths illustrated in colour. Long 
4to.Cloth covered boards, new end papers,  Gilt lettering on upper 
board including  ownership in gilt, E Mansfield and Sons, Madras. 
This is one of three catalogues produced at about the same time 
each which stands alone. The set featured different aspects of their 
products. Together they were produced to mark the 143 years of the 
Company’s productions. This one, the second contains, rainwater 
and plumbers goods, garden seats, gates, railings, balusters and 
staircases etc..   [ 20466 ] £350 
 
101. ENGLISH HERITAGE English Heritage Research Transactions Volume One: Metals Research and Case Studies in 
Architectural Conservation  
London, James and James 1998 x+ 118pp with numerous b/w illustrations and diagrams throughout, plus 20 coloured 
plates. Wraps vg indeed, with small sticker on front. A collection of six papers presenting research on cast iron, 
underside lead corrosion and lightning protection, together with case studies on cathodic production, lead 
conservation, and the cleaning of wrought iron.    [Ref: 18086] £30 
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102. GIDEON, Sigfried. GEORGIADIS, Sokratis. (Introduction) Building in France, Building in Iron, Building in Ferro-
concrete   
Santa Monica, CA The Getty Center for the History of Art and the Humanities 1995 
(8) + 237pp b/w illustrations with captions. small 4to illustrated paper wrappers, preserved in plastic by the previous 
owner. Translated from the German by J. Duncan Berry. Well illustrated book, Manifests Gideon’s vision of architecture 
in the industrial era and his response to technological advances in the production of key building materials.   [Ref: 
19244] £125 
 
103. GLOAG, John and BRDIGEWATER, Derek.  (with foreword by Professor Sir Charles Reilly) A History of Cast Iron in 
Architecture  
London George Allen and  Unwin Ltd 1948 xx + 395pp illustrated with 6 colour plates and  507 b/w plates and figures. 
4to. Gilt lettered cloth. A little rubbed along spine else very good copy.  Dedicated to W. R. Lethaby, this study is a 
comprehensive study of the development of cast iron and uses in building up to the second world war. A definitive and 
well-illustrated account. Ownership signature on front paste down of William Taylor.  Increasingly hard to find. [ 20375 
] £75 
 
104. GOODWIN- SMITH, R English Domestic Metalwork  
Leigh-On-Sea, Essex F Lewis Ltd 1937 101pp + CXXXI b/w plates. List of metal workers at the end. 4to. Good copy but in 
rather worn and slightly torn dust wrapper. Useful survey of wrought iron domestic items used in the home as well as in 
building projects.   [ 20526 ] £80 
 
105. (HOPE) Hope’s Leadwork  
Smethwick,  Henry Hope and Son, 1927 Very good imprint of Hope’s Leadwork catalogue. 86pp. Photographic 
illustrations of their rain water goods,  flower boxes finials etc.   [ 20444 ] £48 
 
106. MACFARLANE & CO TRADE CATALOGUE Catalogue 5th edition: [Two volumes bound as one]   
Glasgow Walter MacFarlane & Co., Architectural, Sanitary, and General Ironfounders, Saracen Foundry, Possilpark,  nd 
c1875 3 frontispieces showing the works in Glasgow and show room in London., 595pp + xxii price list bound in at the 
end. Ownership inscription of Mr Fogarty in Dublin with a note of his name on the price list as well. Recent green cloth, 
calf spine, gilt lettered. Rebound to form a good copy. Superb illustrations of the whole range of products supplied by 
Macfarlane’s in Glasgow. The owner could have been William Fogerty, and architect practising in Dublin at the time. 
Born: 1833 ca Died: 1878.[ 20454] £325 
 
107. SCOTT. David et al. Ancient and Historic Metals: Conservation and Scientific Research  
Santa Monica Getty Conservation Institute 1994 304pp illustrated. 4to. Wrappers. Like new. David A. Scott provides a 
detailed introduction to the structure and morphology of ancient and historic metallic materials. There are 16 essays by 
expert contributors including  sixteen essays in this volume focus on actual objects from a wide range of periods and 
cultures. Contributors include Thomas Chase of the Freer Gallery in Washington, D.C., on the technology of Chinese 
bronze casting; Paola Fiorentino of the Istituto Centrale del Restauro in Rome on the conservation of the equestrian 
statue of Marcus Aurelius; Knud Holm of the National Museum of Denmark on the restoration of nineteenth-century 
zinc sculptures etc. The papers are the outcome of a symposium on the subject.   [Ref: 16945] £70 
 
108. SHEPPARD, Richard. Cast Iron in Building   
London George Allen and Unwin Ltd  1945 98pp + 48 b/w plates grouped at the end of the book. Small 8vo. Good with 
good dust wrapper. A Useful study of the contemporary uses of cast iron including telephone boxes.   [Ref: 20629] £20 
 
109. STARKIE GARDNER, J. English Ironwork of the XVIIth & XVIIIth 
Centuries: An historical and analytical account of the development of 
exterior smithcraft  
London. B.T. Batsford  nd cl1911 xxxiv + 336pp. 88 collotype plates from 
photographs chiefly by  Horace Dan, Architect and c.150 other 
illustrations. Small 4to. Gilt decorated cloth. Very sl. rubbed at head and 
base of spine else a good copy of this standard text which is hard to find. 
Stamp of  H H Martyn & Co. Ltd Cheltenham [ Plasterwork firm and later 
aircraft manufacturers] on front end paper and title page.   [ 19288 ] 
£110  
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110. TWOPENNY, English Metalwork  
London  Archibald Constable. 1904 Upaginated. Ninety-three drawings with a preface by Laurence Binyon. 4to. Open 
weave cloth, red spine label, marbled boards. Good copy  [ 20525 ] £55 
 
FIXTURES AND FITTINGS 
 
111. ANON Period Grates & Fireplace Accessories  
R & C, F & L nd c1930 Trade Catalogue with five sections, each separately paginated and with b/w photolitho plates of 
items illustrated. Prices and dimensions of each item illustrated is given. Large 4to. Gilt paper covered spine, rexene 
boards, gilt titles. Striking binding. Bookplates of John Murray Esq. RIBA on inside paste down.   [ 20478 ] £60 
 
112. BRATT, COLBRAN & CO & THE HEAPED FIRE COMPANY For Distinctive Treatments: The ‘Heaped’ Fire Catalogue 
no 15  
London published by the Company from Mortimer Street. nd  c1930 22pp with 17 b/w photographs of fireplaces. 
Wraps, vg, with colour paste down label showing fireplace. Illustrations include views of workshops and  Showroom. 
Correspondence loosely inserted addressed to H M Gimson RIBA from the director together with three loosely inserted 
leaflets for Portculis Gas Fires which all have 1934 dates in pencil on them. Humphrey Gimson was the nephew of 
Ernest Gimson.  [ 20480 ] £95 
 
113. COLLINGS, George. A Practical Treatise on Handrailing to which is added a Practical Treatise on Stair building  
London Crosby Lockwood 19216th edition. x + 120pp +16pp catalogue of books published by the firm.  Beige Cloth, 
Black Lettering “Weale’s Scientific and Technical Series”. Illustrations throughout the text provide detailed diagrams on 
how to set out ad build both handrails and staircases.   [ 20533 ] £35 
 
114. FAWCETT, Jane Historic Floors: Their care and Conservation   
Butterworth-Heinemann 2001 xix +250pp with 74 colour plates and b/w plates in text. Small 4to. Boards. This book 
introduces an important and largely neglected subject and considers conservation methods in a global context. It traces 
the history of some of the great floors of Europe from the fourth century B.C. and outlines the development of mosaic, 
tiles, marble and parquetry floors in secular buildings. The early Christian pavements in basilicas, temples and 
cathedrals, the creation of medieval tiles, ledger stones and monumental brasses, their destruction by iconoclasts and 
re-creation during the Gothic Revival, are also discussed. Leading archaeologists, architects and archivists consider the 
latest methods of recording and repairing historic floors, including those of cathedrals, country houses, the 
monumental tiled pavements of the Palace of Westminster and other public buildings. Management policies to protect 
outstanding floors in over-visited sites are considered and historic features particularly at risk, are identified.   [Ref: 
20644] £40 
 
115. GILBERT. Christopher, LOMAX. James and WELLS-COLE. Anthony, Country House Floors 1660 - 1850: Temple 
Newsham, Leeds   
Leeds City Art Galleries 1987 111pp. 100s b/w and colour illustrations. 4to. Decorated, laminated wrappers. Vg copy. 
Well-illustrated catalogue of an exhibition held at Temple Newsham. No. 3 in the Temple Newsam Country House 
Studies series. With Leeds City Council compliments slip signed by one of the authors loosely inserted inside cover.  
[Ref: 16887] £40 
 
116. RICHARDSON, George. Book of 
Ceilings, composed in the style of 
the antique grotesque: designed and 
etched by George Richardson  
London, for the author 1776 Title, 
engraved frontis, ii + [4] + 11 + [1]pp 
and 48 engraved plates (1 double 
page). Large folio.. Title page, 
engraved dedication and text in 
English and French. Richardson states 
in the preface dated 1774 that he had 
been employed under “Messrs. Adam 
of the Adelphi... in drawing and 
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designing upwards of eighteen years’ and his ceiling designs are in the Adam Manner; one, iinded is for Lord Scarsdale’s 
house at Kedleston which the Adam Brothers were largely responsible for.”  Dedication leaf to Lord Scarsdale at 
Kedleston. List of subscribers included amongst others, Joseph Banks, William Chambers, John Carr of York, George 
Dance,  Joseph Pickford at Derby, Thomas Sandby and many house owners including the Marquis of Rockingham and 
Scottish house owners with whom he may have been associated when working with Adam. Lovely copy.  Quarter calf, 
marbled boards  rebacked with new gilt lettering and raised bands on spine and  new corners. Small repair patch on 
title page. It seems like Richardson hoped that this book would launch his architectural career. Eileen Harris [p388] 
suggests despite the long list of subscribers to the book did not “obviate the need for anyone to employ him 
personally.”  Harris 735.    [Ref: 19219] £3,450 
 
 117. [STAIRCASES] MARWICK, Thomas Purves. The History and Construction of Staircases  
Edinburgh: J & J Gray 1888 xii + 138pp plus 14 b/w plates. Cloth in very good condition. An essay originally prepared for 
submission to a RIBA competition, divided into ‘Historical and Artistic’ and ‘Practical’ aspects of staircase construction.   
[ 20475 ] £80 
 
118. [STAIRCASES] MOWAT, William. & MOWAT, Alexander. A Treatise on Stairbuilding and Handrailing Containing 
numerous examples illustrating the construction of the various classes of wood stairs, both for houses and passenger 
ships, and of stone stairs; with a complete course of handrailing, showing easy, accurate, and economical methods of 
getting out and preparing wreathed handrails; also an appendix consisting of a short course of plane and descriptive 
geometry bearing on the subject. Intended for the use of house and ship joiners, masons, builders, architects and for 
students in technical schools preparing for the examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute and of the 
Science and Art Department in Carpentry and Joinery and Building Construction. 
London, George Bell and Sons. 1900 368 pp. + 12 plates, mostly fold-out diagrams. Large 4to. Cloth boards with wear to 
corner edges and backstrip. Repaired at head of spine to make a good copy.   Internally some foxing in places. Previous 
owner’s stamp on frontis - D Powell, 20 Broadwater Street East, Broadwater.  A well preserved first edition of this 
classic text for joiners and woodworkers, richly illustrated throughout. Includes guidance on constructing quarter-turn 
and half-turn newelled stairs, spiral and elliptic stairs amongst other types.  [ 20376 ] £145 
 
119. [BATSFORD] ELLIS George Modern Practical Stairbuilding and Handrailing for the use of Workmen, Builders and 
Architects and   Handrailing and Wreath Making   
London B T Batsford 1932 2 volumes in one. Part 1 Modern Practical  Stairbuilding and Handrailing  has 134pp + many 
fold out plates and line ills. Part 2 Handrailing and Wreath Making has 107pp illus with line ills and b/w plates including 
fold outs. Royal 8vo. Very good in plaint dust wrapper. A good copy of this scarce book on all aspects of stair building 
and attendant construction.    [Ref: 20643] £80 
 
120. [STOVES AND FIREPLACES TRADE CATALOGUE] [VOGT, Victor] Manufactures de Poëles & Cheminee en Faïence 
de Victor Vogt  
Paris L. Debaeker, 92 rue de la Roquette, 4 Passage Charles Dallery  nd 1886 dated on first leaf. Double page 
chomolithographed plate, illustrating 97 samples of tiles, 23 further chromolitho coloured plates of stoves and 
fireplaces. Folio Gilt lettered on upper board. Cloth faded but repaired on spine. Final leaf is the price list forming plate 
24 in b/w.  Not listed on OCLC, COPAC or KVK.  [ 20298 ] £1,250 
 
121. WEAVER, Lawrence. Gas Fires and their Settings  
London Fanfare Press 1929 Colour frontis, 64pp, 42 b/w photographic illustrations. 4to. Contrasting boards and spine 
with gilt lettering and decoration on upper board.  Small chip in spine else good Architects noted where there are room 
settings with fireplaces. The book was written at a time when there was an increase in domestic usage of gas fires to 
replace coal fires in modern homes.   [ 20522 ] £55 
 
DECORATION & ORNAMENT 
 
122. AUDSLEY. George Ashdown and Marice Ashdown, The Practical 
Decorator and Ornamentist; for the use of architects, practical 
painters, decorators, and designers: containing one hundred plates in 
colours and gold: with descriptive notices, and an introductory essay 
on artistic and practical decoration 
Glasgow Blackie & Son, 1892 Folio. Issues 1-15 in original printed 
portfolios all issued with original paper lettered wrappers. Very good 
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set. With 100 chromolithographed plates.  Beautiful chromolithographs of design details in various styles, including 
Greek and Japanese. One of the last great works of nineteenth century of its kind. George Ashdown Audsley (1838-
1925) was a Scottish architect, and illustrator. His son Maurice, although an architect by profession too, became better 
known as a photographer in later life. The original wrappers are a little worn and, in some cases, repaired with paper 
tape but internally very good. The parts edition is particularly hard to locate.  [ 19639 ] £780  
 
123. BANKART, George P. The Art of the Plasterer: An Account of the Decorative Development of the Craft, Chiefly in 
England from the XVIth to the XVIIIth Century  
London, B.T. Batsford Ltd., 1908 First edition. x + 350pp with 472 illustrations, the majority in b/w. Slight wear to the 
cloth especially at the head of the spine, outer hinges and corners, but generally good. Explores the history of 
plasterwork and its techniques in detail, from the ancient to the modern periods. With chapters on the stucco of the 
classic period and of the Italian Renaissance and also on sgraffito, pargetting, Scottish, Irish and modern plasterwork. 
An important historical and artistic complement to Millar's more technical work on the same subject, this volume 
demonstrates the shifting aesthetic responses to plasterwork in the early twentieth century.  Dedication on front end 
paper in neat hand. [ 20521 ] £125 
 
124. BANKART, George P. The Art of the Plasterer: An Account of the Decorative Development of the Craft, Chiefly in 
England from the XVIth to the XVIIIth Century with introduction by Jo Orton and Tim Ratcliffe  
[London, B.T. Batsford Ltd 1908] Donhead Publishing  2001 [4] + 350pp with 472 illustrations in b/w. Black cloth. 
Facsimile edition of the above item [Ref: 20640] £65 
 
125. CASEY, Christine and LUCEY, Conor.  [ Editors ] Decorative Plasterwork in Ireland and Europe Ornament and the 
early modern interior 
Dublin, Four Courts Press 2012 266pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. Very good with dust wrapper. Specialist 
contributors write on early modern decoration and there is  a discussion on practice and techniques. [ 20508 ] £35 
 
126. GORDON, Alex. Wood Carving for Schools and Private Students  
London Robert Sutton: Simple Handicrafts no 1 nd. 62 + [12]pp illustrated with b/w line ills. Small 8vo. Orange lettered 
cloth. Bright copy.   [ 20477 ] £45 
 
127. DAVIS, Owen. W. Instructions for the Adornment and Embellishment of Dwelling Houses entitled Interior Design  
London Windsor & Newton Limited  2nd edition nd c1865 97pp illus with colour frontis of appropriate colours in 
chromolithography , b/w line ills in the text  and 35p6 catalogue of Windsor and Newton products at end. Original 
yellow paper wrappers bound into modern cloth to form a robust copy. Sm 8vo. Mid 19th century treatise on  practical 
issues relating to paint and decoration of interiors.  [ 20515 ] £85 
 
128. FACEY James William Elementary Decoration: A guide to the simpler forms of everyday art as applied to the 
interior and exterior decoration of dwelling-houses etc. 
London Crosby Lockwood and Co. Weales’ Rudimentary Series, 229. 1882 
xii + 120 + 16 + 32pp, 68 b/w illustrations within the text. Blind stamped cloth, gilt title on front board. Worn paper 
label on spine. Sl. cracked at hinges. Good copy. A guide for the decorative craftsman covering such areas as dados, 
gilding, woodwork and glazing.  Very good illustrations on stenciling, decorative patterns etc.   [ 14033 ] £60 
 
129. (GOODLASS, WALL & CO, LTD) Pintesco Washable Water Paint Standard Shades 
Liverpool and London Goodlass, Wall & Co. Ltd, Wellington Buildings, The Strand.  nd c1928Unpaginated.  8pp + 36  full 
page single sided colour samples, printed end papers. Long 8vo. Striking printed wrappers. Stapled, cloth spine. A very 
good copy. Shows various paint shades produced by the Liverpool based firm. Inside rear wrapper is a print showing 
their international factories.  [ 20175 ] £95 
 
130. HASLUCK, Paul N. House Decoration Whitewashing, painting, Paperhanging etc. 
London Cassell and Company 1898 160pp illustrated with b/w text illustrations showing patterns achievable in paint 
and stenciling etc. Small 8vo. Decorated cloth. Period ads on end papers. One of a series of hand books for all things to 
do with building and decoration aimed at the artisan crafts person and apprentice decorators.  [ 20495 ] £35 
 
131. HASLUCK, Paul N. [editor] House Decoration A Practical Guide to Painters’ and Decorators’ Work 
London, Paris & New York Cassell & Co. Ltd., 1908 568pp, [6]pp advertisements,  colour and b/w ill, Small 4to. Green 
cloth, good.  Cracked at inner hinges. A comprehensive and practical guide to such topics as mixing oil paints and 
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papering a room, that can also be read for the historical detail on the architecture and design of the late 19th century 
and early 20th century. First published in 1871.[ 20494 ] £55 
 
132. HASLUCK, Paul N. Painters' Colours, Oils, and Varnishes:    
London: Cassell and Company Limited 1910 xiii + 156 pp, 51 b/w plates. Small 8vo. Decorated green cloth, a little worn. 
Useful manual.   [ 20586 ] £30 
 
133. HASLUCK, Paul N. Portfolio containing twenty-four plates to accompany volume on house decoration  
nd c1898 Plates numbered a-x complete.  Description of plates on paste down. Folio, paste down label on upper board, 
loose leaf portfolio with ribbon ties, cloth spine, boards, worn at edges and base of spine and slightly bumped on the 
corners. Each image is in colour c201x300mm mounted on sugar paper with printed titles beneath. Images all drawn by 
Le Maitre and Bowers. Paul Hasluck’s little volume on house decoration was first published in 1897.   [ 19029 ] £150 

 
 
134. HAY, D. R. The Laws of Harmonious colouring adapted to Interior Decorations, 
Manufactures and other useful purposes [1818] 
London W S Orr and Co 1838 Fourth edition, with a new preface. 94pp, 5 colour plates with 
tissue guards. Each plate is hand coloured. Maroon cloth with gilt lettering on upper board. 
New spine label sympathetically applied to what was a blank spine. Small 
split in cloth at upper hinge. Some minor foxing to text pages.  Hay is 
described as “House Painter and Decorator to the Queen, Edinburgh.” The 
study was first published in 1818, and in the subsequent editions it evolved 
considerably with the addition of the striking colour plates, and in the 
elaboration of the author's colour theories and their practical application in 
painting interiors.  [ 20433 ] £350 
 
135. [HORTICULTURAL COLOURS] WILSON, Robert F. Horticultural Colour 

Chart  Volume 1 and 2   
London The British Colour Council in Collaboration with the Royal Horticultural Society. 1938 
Each volume with a staple-bound booklet and 100 loose colour sheets, in folding hardcover case, in 
slipcase. The colours consist of a spectrum range of 64 full hues, 26 (lighter) tints and 10 (darker) shades 
of the 64 full hues. Loosely inserted in volume one is a sheet of black card with central square cut out to 
allow each colour to be isolated by the viewer. The charts are known also as the Wilson Colour Charts.   
[Ref: 20605] £320 
 
136. (JOURNAL MANUEL DE PEINTURES) Modèles de Lettres Extrait des Deuxième et Troisième Séries 
du Journal Manuel de Peintures 
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Paris A Morel et Cie, Libraires-Éditeurs 1882 Loose-leaf folio. [4] title and prelims + [2] index of plates + [25] single sided 
full page chromolithographic colour plates. All present as called for.   Each 469mm/322mm.  In 483mm/327mm red 
morocco folder with decorative gilt title on front. Ribbon ties. End papers in a decorative geometric design.  Bottom 
ribbons detached; outer and upper laces partly detached.  Overall boards are good with gilding still quite bright. but 
show some slight signs of water damage on spine and upper edge.  (Plates unaffected.) Paste down label for ‘A. A. 
Dobson’  (Art Suppliers London) inside front cover.   A second series of selections of the best examples of lettering from 
the Journal Manuel de Peintures’ prints, published by the journal.   Fabulous images.  Scarce.  [ 10196 ] £480 
 
137. JONES, Owen. The Grammar of Ornament   
London Quaritch 1910 112 chromolithographic plates with explanatory text and b/w text illustrations. Illustrations on 
ornament of savage tribes, the Egyptians, Assyrian and Persian, Greek, Roman, Arabian, Byzantine, Turkish, Persian, 
Indian, Hindoo, Chinese, Celtic, Medieval, Renaissance, Elizabethan, Italian, and leaves and flowers of nature. Small 
folio in publisher's handsome gilt-decorated red cloth.  This re-issue of the 1910 edition was created from the 
remainder sheets from the 1865 edition with a new title page and it was the last edition to be printed in 
chromolithography. Gutta percha repaired to make a very good copy. From the collection of Jean Burton. [ 20282] £400 
 
138. LAWRENCE, James. The Housepainter's Handbook  
London The Decorative art Journals Co. Ltd. Nd v+ 142pp illustrated in b/w + two page colour frontis showing colour 
circle with real paint samples. Edited by W G Sutherland, who is best known for his own large book on sign writing, glass 
embossing and decoration. Produced to be used as a pocket guide to painting practices for house decorators. Cloth 
spine, decorated boards, new end papers [?] very good.  [ 20459 ] £38 
 
139. MILLAR, William. Plastering Plain and Decorative A practical treatise on the art and craft, including full 
descriptions of materials, processes and appliances, and an account of historical plastering  
Shaftesbury, Donhead 1998 604pp + 35 pages of period advertisements. 52 full page plates and 231 smaller illustrations 
in text. New copy in cloth, fine. Facsimile reprint of the 1897 edition of Millar’s influential book, a key text on all aspects 
of historical plastering techniques. [ 20378 ] £80 
 
140. MOSS, W Roger. (editor) Paint in America: The colors of historic buildings Washington  
The Preservation Press 1994 318pp illustrated with colour and b/w plates. Large 4to. Wrappers. Fine. Includes colour 
charts but very interesting for details on the composition of historical paints and their application. Useful bibliography. 
Essential source for historic paint for US houses. It includes case studies mostly drawn from the east coast of America.   
[ 16818 ] £24 
  
141. [PAINTED TAPESTRY] GODON, Julien. Painted Tapestry and its 
Application to Interior Decoration: Practical Lessons in Tapestry 
Painting with Liquid Colour   
London Lechertier Barbe & Co  1879 xv + 89pp + c26pp catalogue of 
artists’ materials available from the firm. Text translated by B Bucknall 
Architect. Illustrated with text figures and with 6 linen-backed plates, 
5 in colour & drawings in text of catalogue. Cloth. A little worn but 
internally good. One plate detached from stub. Excellent text on 
decorative painting techniques.  [Ref: 5234] £80 
 
142. [PARSONS] THOMAS PARSON SONS (MITCHELL F. Scott - 
compiler)  
A Few Suggestions for Ornamental Decoration: A Collection of Designs, and Colour Schemes for Painters and 
Decorators Work  
London, Thos. Parsons & Sons  1908 130pp illustrated with real paint samples , room decoration schemes in colour as 
well as many b/w plates of decoration forms.  8vo. Green decorated cloth with gilt decoration on upper board. A little 
shaky at spine else a very nice period item. Label pasted at edge of front end paper advertising further copies of the 
book. [ 20443 ] £110 
 
143. PARSONS, Thomas. A Tint Book of Historical Colours suitable for decorative work (Library Edition) 
London Thomas Parsons and Sons Limited 1934 1950 (4th ed.) 73pp illustrated with charts in colour of historical tints of 
all colours and shades. Small 4to. Decorated cloth with paste down labels on upper board and spine. Attractive 
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decorated end papers. Paper spine label chipped and sl. shelf wear to head and foot of spine and  corners, else very 
good.   [ 20436 ] £80 
 
144. A. R. [Author] WEIL Ann, [Letter Press] Designs for Church Embroidery  
London Chapman Hall  1894 Half title, title, dedication + [vii] + 30 illustrations mostly full page with text facing 
,including 3 folding,+ 2pp. ads [ one full page one for Liberty and Co], 266 samples of coloured silk to the front paste 
down. Inserted with the permission of Liberty and Co. Signed by Ann Weil on the title page. Author was A[udrey] 
Ridsdale. 4to. Decorated cloth. Arts and crafts designs for ecclesiastical vestments etc. Fascinating period item 
indicative of the role of women in the arts and crafts movement. Ann Weil was a prolific writer on Verona and Venice 
and must have been a friend of Audrey Ridsdale who designed the items illustrated in the book. Good copy, cloth 
slightly rubbed and half title clipped in one corner.  [ 20354 ] £360 
 
145. SAVORY, Charles H. The Practical Carver and Guilder's Guide  and picture frame maker's companion; containing 
information on ... gilding and re-gilding ... silvering plate glass; the restoration of oil paintings, ... with chapters on 
mitreing-up mouldings, ... French polishing, varnishing, and staining; and a number of useful receipts  
London, Kent & Co. and Cirencester, C. H Savory, St. John Street. nd c1890 5th edition. 205,[19]p. : illustrated in the 
text. Extra decorated title page. Decorated boards, cloth spine. Rather worn binding and rubbed on corners else good 
copy. Previous owner’s signature on end paper.  One copy on COPAC.  [ 20457 ] sold 
 
146. TURNER, Laurence. Decorative Plasterwork in Great Britain  
London,  Country Life Limited 1927 xxxviii + 271pp illustrated with b/w plates and line ills. Introduction by Arthur T 
Bolton. Small folio. Red cloth, gilt titles. Very good copy with slightly dusty dust wrapper. Superb Country Life 
photographs showing plasterwork in situ mainly in the UK.   [ 20468 ] £180 
 
147. (TYNECASTLE COMPANY) Tynecastle: Canvas, 
Vellum, Textures, Compo, Wood Mouldings, 
Adaptable & Fibrous Plaster Manufactured by The 
Tynecastle Company, Incorporated in Scott 
Morton & Tynecastle Company Ltd., Edinburgh & 
London. With: Second Supplement of Fibrous 
Plaster, Skived Canvas and Skived Vellum 
Ornaments. 
Edinburgh London The Tynecastle Company n.d. 
[1923] 152 + [48]pp, b/w photographs throughout. 
Folio. Original red cloth with black lettering. Slightly 
frayed at the head and foot of spine. Binding a little 
shaky. Trade catalogue from the 1920s for the 
Tynecastle Company, who specialised in wall 
coverings, mouldings, friezes and ornaments. 
Illustrated throughout with samples of individual products and examples of them in situ. The company was set up in 
1885 by John and James Templeton to meet the demand for their leather-like canvas product, and ran in tandem with 
the original Scott Morton & Co. until they were incorporated in 1920.   [ 20450 ] £280 
 
148. [WALLPAPER] ANON [ By a decorator] The Paper Hanger, Painter, Grainer & Decorators' Assistant  
London, Kent & Co Paternoster Row and CIRENCESTER E W Savory, Steam Press 
1879 205 + (3)pp. Illustrated with c100  engraved b/w plates including some fold 
outs.  Decorated lettered upper board, cloth spine. 8vo. Very good copy. Lovely 
manual for the mid Victorian decorator introducing all the skills needed, gilding, 
marbling, graining, decorative painting and wall paper hanging.   [ 20434 ] £145 
 
149. [WALLPAPER] DE BRUIJIN, Emile. Chinese Wallpapers in Britain and 
Ireland 
London Philip Wilson and the National Trust [2017] 2019 260pp illustrated with 
colour and b/w plates. 4to. Stiff card wrappers. Exhaustive study of Chinese 
wallpapers with fabulous illustrations. Essential modern source for 18

th
 century 

wall papers. New  £25 
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150. ENTWISLE, E. A. The Book of Wallpaper A History and Appreciation [1954]  
Kingsmead Reprints 1970 151pp illustrated with colour  frontis and  72 b/w plates. 4to. Very good copy with dust 
wrapper.  Introduction by Sacheverell Sitwell.   [Ref: 20646] £20 
COMMENTARIES ON BUILDINGS OF VARIOUS PERIODS 
 
151. AYERS, Tim.(ed) Salisbury Cathedral The West Front: A History and Study in Conservation  
Chichester: Phillimore & Co 2000 xiv + 264pp illustrated with 83 b/w figures and 8 colour plates, cloth, Vg in vg dw. A 
collection of essays providing a detailed survey of the West Front, based on five years of thorough research as part of a 
conservation programme.  [ 20381 ] £35 
 
152. CRUICKSHANK, Dan, & Peter Wyld. London: The Art of Georgian Building  
London The Architectural Book Press Limited  (1975) 1982 232pp, b/w plates & ills of Georgian house details including 
windows, door cases, facades etc.. Wrappers version. Very good indeed. Important reference for Georgian building  
details in the city.  [ 19270 ] £30 
 
153. GOULTY, Sheena Mackellar. Heritage Gardens: care conservation and management  
London Routledge 1993 176pp illus with b/w plates and line ills. Wraps version. Fine.  Aspects on conservation and 
management processes with case studies to provide a guide to all aspects of conservation of gardens with the context 
of European and American garden design.  [ 20511 ] £16 
 
154. SCOTT, John. Farm buildings a practical treatise on the buildings necessary for various kinds of farms.... 
London, Crosby Lockwood and Co “Scott’s Farm Engineering Text-Books” 1884 
xii + 167pp illustrated with 104 b/w steel engraved fixtures + c35pp catalogue at end of Weale’s publications.  Small 
8vo. Green blind stamped cloth with gilt title lettering on upper board. Original paper label on spine a bit chipped else 
very good copy.  [ 20582 ] £35 
 
155. STAPLETON, H E C: PACE, G G and DAY, J E A. Skilful Master Builder: William Anelay Limited  
York William Anelay Ltd in association with Sessions York  1975 72pp illus. with b/w plates. 4to. Decorated wrappers. 
Vg. Cover design by Russell Platt. History of this important building firm still operating as a specialist building firm with 
an emphasis on conservation. Includes list of completed jobs. Anelay’s were the key contractors used by Walter 
Brierley.  [ 19567 ] £35 
 
156. SWAN, Abraham. The British Architect  
New York Da Capo  1967 viii, viii, 16 p. , 60 plates. Folio. Red cloth with gilt decorations. Unabridged republication of the 
1758 edition published in London. Useful pattern book in facsimile.  It stands alone but is also  Volume 3 in the Da Capo 
Press Series in Architecture and Decorative Art.  [ 20570 ] £80 
 
Lost and Endangered Heritage 
 
157. BINNEY, Marcus. MARTIN, Kit. The Country House: To Be Or Not To Be   
London, Save Britain’s Heritage. nd c1979 c130pp, c150 b/w illustrations in 
text. Long 4to. Decorated Wrappers, very good. A useful book on  potential 
re-use of country houses.  Uses success and failure principles to analyse the 
general concept of the value of re-use of larger properties. Includes case 
studies.  [Ref: 20621] £22 
 
158. HOBHOUSE, Hermione.  Lost London: A Century of Demolition and 
Decay   
London, Macmillan 1971 250pp with b/w photographic illustrations throughout. Wraps. Very good copy. Organized by 
building types with a section on threatened buildings. Fascinating collection of documentary images of a shifting urban 
townscape, showing what has been lost. When published, this was one of the most important contributions to 
emerging debates about urban conservation. [Ref: 20626] £22 
 
159. (KLUZ) Knox, Tim HORSFALL TURNER, Olivia. Ed Kluz: The Lost House Revisited  
London Merrell 2017 Foreword by John Harris. 192 pages 200 illustrations. 4to New. Red boards with illustrated dust 
wrapper. Stunning publication which illustrates Ed Kluz’s paintings with commentaries by the authors on the houses 
featured and lost country houses in general.   [Ref: 19509] £35 
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160. [SAVE] PUGH Kate Estate Villages Who Cares?   
London Save Britain’s Heritage 1983 67pp illus with b/w plates. 4to. Stiff card wraps. Case studies include New Lanark, 
Copley, Port-y-Nant, Great Barrington, Nuneham Courtenay, Jordan’s, Swindon Railway Village and others. Very good 
copy. Useful assessment of the issues specific to the designed model estate village.   [Ref: 20620] £28 
 
161. [SAVE] BINNEY, Marcus. MARTIN, Kit. The Country House: To Be Or Not To Be   
London Save Britain’s Heritage. nd c1979 c130pp, c150 b/w illustrations in text. Long 4to. Decorated Wrappers, very 
good. A useful book on  potential re-use of country houses.  Uses success and failure principles to analyse the general 
concept of the value of re-use of larger properties. Includes case studies.   [Ref: 20621] £22 
 
162. (SAVE) BINNEY Marcus and HILLS Anne, Elysian Gardens: A Strategy for Survival   
London  SAVE Britain’s Heritage 1979 72pp illus with b/w plates. Large 4to. Decorated wrappers. Very good copy. Key 
publication in raising awareness of the state of Britain’s historic parks and gardens and their demise through neglect 
and destruction. Produced in association with the staging of the V&A Exhibition “The Garden” staged in the same year.   
[Ref: 16728] £22 
 
163. [SAVE] LLOYD, Thomas. The Lost Houses of Wales A Survey of Country Houses in Wales Demolished Since c. 
1900.  
London Save Britain’s Heritage (1986) 1989 2nd revised edition. 128pp, b/w. Long 4to wrappers, vg. Loosely inserted 
Save press release no. 384 ‘Horror of Welsh Losses Revealed’  [Ref: 20024] £38 
 
164. [SAVE] BINNEY, Marcus. HARRIS, John and WINNINGTON, Emma. Lost Houses of Scotland   
SAVE Britain's Heritage  1980 Unpaginated c80pp including illustrations and lists of demolished and decaying houses. 
Long 4to. Decorated wrappers. Useful inventory of the lost building heritage. One of a number of key books 
documenting the decaying heritage at the time which was instrumental in turning the tide towards conservation.   [Ref: 
11596] £20 
 
165. [SAVE] (SAVE) DARLEY, Gillian. A Future for Farm Buildings   
London: SAVE Britain’s Heritage 1988 84pp with colour and b/w illustrations throughout. Long 4to in wrappers, a very 
good copy. Highlights the threat to traditional farm architecture in the face of modernisation and the decline of 
traditional agricultural methods. Using many illustrations and case studies from across Britain, Darley raises 
conservation issues and discusses alternative uses.     
[Ref: 20019] £22 
 
166. [SAVE] BINNEY, Marcus. Francis MACHIN and Ken POWELL  Bright Future: The Re-Use of Industrial Buildings   
SAVE Britain’s Heritage 1990 128pp with b/w and colour illustrations throughout. Wraps, lightly creased, else vg. An 
overview of the process of conserving and adapting industrial buildings, with a large number of case studies, all 
illustrated.[Ref: 16661] £22 
 
167. PEARCE, David and BINNEY, Marcus. Off the Rails: Saving Railway 
Architecture A Companion to the exhibition at the RIBA Heinz Gallery   
SAVE 1977 68pp illustrated with b/w photographs. Wraps. Good. More than a 
catalogue the book studies railway architecture its history, legacy and 
maltreatment. [Ref: 20638] £18 
 
168. [SAVE]  POWELL, Ken. The Fall of Zion Northern chapel architecture and its 
future  
London SAVE Britain’s Heritage 1980 Photography by Keith Parkinson. Unpaginated. 
c60pp illustrated with b/w photographs. 4to. Decorated wrappers. Good. Useful 
review of the state of non-conformist architecture in the north of England. 
Depressing documentary photography but with some good practice examples of 
conversion also included.   [Ref: 16830] £22 
 
169. [SAVE] WATSON SMYTHE, Marion. (editor) Deserted Bastions: Historic Navel 
& Military Architecture   
London SAVE 1993 To accompany an exhibition. 244pp illus with b/w plates and line ills. 4to. Decorated wrappers. Fine. 
Introduction by Marcus Binney with a series of essays on specific aspects of military architecture.   [Ref: 20628] £30 
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170. STRONG Roy, BINNEY, Marcus. and HARRIS, John. The Destruction of the Country House 1875-1975   
Thames and Hudson 1974  190pp illus with 383 b/w illus. Book to accompany an exhibition concerned with the future 
of the heritage. Small 4to. Wraps version.  Slightly worn at base of the spine. Cover design is Halunby Hall, Yorkshire. 
Important for the gazetteer of lost properties it includes.   [Ref: 20622] £38 
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